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The Warburg effect is a key metabolic feature of cancer
cells and manifests as substantially increased glycolysis
regardless of the presence of oxygen [1]. The initial step of
glycolysis is catalyzed by hexokinase (HK), which converts
glucose to themetabolic intermediate glucose-6-phosphate
(G-6-P). Four kinds of HK isozymes, HK1, HK2, HK3 and
HK4, have been found in mammals. HK1 and HK2 bind
to the mitochondrial outer membrane through interac-
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tions with voltage-dependent anion channels (VDACs),
and both of thesemolecules have a high affinity for glucose
[2]. HK2 overexpression is frequently detected in cancer
cells, leading to enhanced aerobic glycolysis and tumori-
genesis that renders HK2 an attractive target for cancer
treatment [3]. Important advances in research on cancer
metabolism in recent decades have revealed thatmetabolic
enzymes have non-metabolic functions, which play piv-
otal roles in tumor development and progression [4–6].
Recent studies uncovered that HK2 directly promoted
tumor immune evasion through the activity of a previously
unidentified protein kinase and tumor cell stemness via
upregulation of CD133 expression.
A study by Guo et al. [7] published in Cell Metabolism

delineated a moonlighting function of HK2 as a glu-
cose sensor intrinsically connecting the Warburg effect to
tumor immune evasion. The tumor cell membrane pro-
tein programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) specifically
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F IGURE 1 The moonlighting functions of HK2 in tumor immunity and tumor cell stemness. Under aerobic glycolysis conditions,
non-mitochondrial HK2 dissociates from mitochondria and acts as a protein kinase to promote NF-κB-mediated PD-L1 expression and tumor
immune evasion. In addition, non-mitochondrial HK2 maintains cell stemness by USP11-mediated stabilization of CD133 and subsequent
upregulation of Oct4 and Lin28 expression. Abbreviations: HK, hexokinase; NF-Κb, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B
cells; PD-L1, programmed cell death ligand 1; USP11, ubiquitin-specific protease 11.

binds to programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) on T cells, thereby
inhibiting the functions of CD8+ T cells and promoting
tumor cell immune evasion. Tumor cells under high glu-
cose conditions exhibited substantially increased CD274
mRNA expression (encoding PD-L1), which was abol-
ished by HK2 depletion, indicating the indispensable role
of HK2 in PD-L1 expression. Treatment of glioblastoma
(GBM) cells with G-6-P, deletion of the HK2 N-terminal 15
amino acids, which are critical for the association of HK2
with the mitochondria, or treatment of GBM cells with a
peptide containing theHK2N-terminal 15 amino acids pro-
moted the translocation of HK2 from the mitochondria to
the cytosol and resulted in an interaction between HK2
and cytosolic IκBα. Importantly, a protein phosphoryla-
tion assay demonstrated that HK2 acted as a protein kinase
and phosphorylated IκBα at T291 independent of the HK2
ability to bind glucose.

HK2-phosphorylated IκBα binds to μ-calpain protease,
leading to IκBα degradation and release of the inhibi-
tion of IκBα on nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer
of activated B cells (NF-κB). Activated NF-κB translo-
cates into the nucleus and induces CD274 transcription
and PD-L1 expression. Knock-in expression of IκBα T291A
by CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing technology blocked high
glucose-induced nuclear translocation of NF-κB and
expression of CD274messenger RNA (mRNA) and PD-L1.
HK2-N15 peptide treatment of GBM cells reduced the pro-
duction of IFNγ from cocultured primary CD8+ T cells.
This inhibition was largely alleviated by the knock-in
expression of IκBα T291A in GBM cells. Mouse studies
showed that IκBα T291A expression strongly reduced brain
tumor growth accompanied by reduced PD-L1 expres-
sion and increased CD8+ T-cell infiltration into the
tumor tissue and granzyme B expression. Importantly,
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combined treatment with the HK2 inhibitor lonidamine
and an anti-PD-1 antibody achieved a stronger and addi-
tive effect on tumor growth inhibition and mouse survival
time prolongation with substantially enhanced CD8+ T-
cell infiltration and granzyme B expression in tumors.
Immunohistochemistry analyses showed that the levels
of HK2 expression, IκBα T291 phosphorylation and PD-
L1 expression are positively correlated with each other in
human GBM specimens and predict GBM patient prog-
nosis [7]. These findings demonstrated that HK2 acts
as a glucose sensor, sensing intracellular glucose levels,
to intrinsically integrate energy metabolism and tumor
immunity regulation and underscore the pivotal role of the
Warburg effect in tumor immune evasion.
HK2 also has a noncanonical function directly pro-

moting tumor cell stemness [8]. Wang et al. [8] demon-
strated that HK2 expression is much higher in CD133+
cancer stem-like cells (CSCs) of small cell lung can-
cer (SCLC) than in differentiated CD133− cells and that
HK2 expression correlates with poor prognosis of SCLC
patients. HK2 depletion inhibited CSC stemness and
promoted CSC differentiation, accompanied by reduced
CD133 expression. Cell fractionation and coimmunopre-
cipitation analyses showed that HK2 interacted with
CD133 in non-mitochondrial fractions but not in mito-
chondrial fractions. Consistently, deletion of the HK2 N-
terminal mitochondrial binding domain increased CD133
expression. Mass spectrometry analyses showed that the
deubiquitinase ubiquitin-specific protease 11 (USP11) is a
CD133-associated protein and that the interaction between
USP11 and CD133 was increased in spheroid CSCs com-
pared to differentiated monolayer cells. Importantly, HK2
expression in CSCs promoted the binding of USP11 to
CD133, thereby reducing CD133 polyubiquitylation and
enhancing its expression.
CD133 expression was shown to promote cancer cell

stemness, and CD133+ CSCs of SCLC are highly tumori-
genic [9]. HK2 overexpression enhanced the expression
of the pluripotency transcription factor octamer-binding
transcription factor 4 (Oct4) and the translation repro-
gramming factor Lin28, as well as tumor growth, and this
increasewas largely abrogated by depletion ofUSP11.How-
ever, this abrogation was rescued by the ectopic expression
of CD133. In contrast, HK2 depletion inhibited tumor
growth, and this inhibitionwas alleviated byCD133 overex-
pression [8]. These findings indicated that HK2 promotes
USP11-mediated CD133 expression and tumor growth and
first revealed that enhanced glycolysis promotes CSC
stemness via a noncanonical function of HK2.
Similar to the metabolic enzymes pyruvate kinase M2

(PKM2) [10], phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGK1), ketohex-
okinase isoform A (KHKA), phosphoenolpyruvate car-
boxykinase 1 (PCK1) and choline kinase α (CHKα) [4],

which exhibit protein kinase activity, non-mitochondrial
HK2 can also act as a protein kinase to promote NF-
κB-mediated PD-L1 expression under aerobic glycolysis
conditions. In CSCs, non-mitochondrial HK2 maintains
cell stemness by stabilizing CD133 expression (Figure 1).
Thus, the Warburg effect results in the multifaceted

roles of highly expressed HK2 in tumor cells not only
in glycolysis but also in tumor immunity and tumor cell
stemness. Altogether, these findings underscore the criti-
cal moonlighting functions of HK2 in tumor progression
and highlight the potential to target these functions for
cancer treatment.
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